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What’s changing life sciences



Shifting to new product modalities
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Increasing pressure to adopt new and faster methods
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Greater demand for technology from frontline workers

Frontline pharma employees consistently 
cite advanced data analysis, critical 
thinking, and decision making as the 
most important skills for the future.
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COVID accelerated every aspect
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Pharma 4.0 is
no longer optional

12 billion vaccine 
doses created in 2021 

Overnight scale-up 
of mRNA technology

Remote working 
revolution

COVID accelerated every aspect
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Greater need to go digital with fewer resources

80%
Still manufacturing 

with paper / no 
software at all

Even the FDA is 
pushing the industry 

to modernize

Of manufacturers 
have difficulty 
finding people
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50%



The challenges facing manufacturing



These trends mean manufacturing must change in five ways

Handle more frequent product introductions

Scale up and down to differing batch size, type, and complexity

Make production decisions in real-time

Execute more complex processes across distributed teams and sites

Allow for greater operator autonomy
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But manufacturing technology is a hurdle to making this transition 

Limited to only 
one team 

and
one site

Only serve the 
Commercial 

stage

Designed for 
fixed, 

unchanging 
processes

Require extensive 
technical 

customization

Cumbersome
to

use
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And the burden to move from paper to digital is too high

12 - 18 months to implement digital systems
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Technical 
Challenge

Systems don’t allow 
for iteration

Cultural 
Challenge

Change 
management is 

painful

Financial 
Challenge

Pressure to prove 
ROI of a capital 

expense



A new approach is possible



Recommendations to adapt



New technology and processes can help make the transition

Expedite increasing number of new product introductions

Seamless scale up & down to adapt to batch size, type, and complexity

Make predictive and fast production decisions with real-time data

Orchestrate production across distributed teams and sites

Empower operators to execute more efficiently
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Expedite increasing number of new product introductions

1

BLOCKERS SOLUTIONS

Legacy technology & facilities

Recipes involve complex programming 
& coder dependence

Reusability vs flexibility

Rigorous tech transfer over multiple 
sites

Obtain real-time data across teams with 
tools designed for multi-site & 

multi-phase

Define recipes iteratively for process 
development and evolution

Shift power and decision making to the 
process expert

Automate with purpose not just 
because
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Challenge
Actively acquiring and building new sites, this biotech company is very 
concerned about supporting all of the NPIs and tech transfers that come 
with that. Their goal is to bake in a culture & process that supports instant 
tech transfer.

Implementation
They are heavily leveraging the evolving recipe concept by getting MVP 
batch records written first and iterating from there to add automation & 
complexity. They will also be using this same concept and MES across their 
sites and drug stages so that there is little to no tech transfer needed.

Outcomes
● It’s recognized that this is a cultural change & opportunity more so than

a technological change. Working tightly and closely site to site, vendor
to client is key.

● MVP recipes are being developed in days and evolved over weeks.
● Recipe development has turned into a collaborative cross team, cross

vendor/client activity using cloud-based Google doc-style authoring

A new biotech with $1B in funding
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Expedite increasing number of new product introductions



Seamless scale up and down to adapt to batch size, type, and complexity

BLOCKERS SOLUTIONS

Shortage of skilled MES & IT 
Workforce

Lack of flexible data structure and 
recipe execution 

No agile validation of 
multi-use facilities

Need for standardization 
across sites 

Use a system that handles traditional 
batches & new processes

Implement recipe tools that don’t 
require coding & match the science

Consider simpler process recipes

Collaborate to define parameterizable 
puzzle pieces early
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Challenge
Synthego needed an execution system that could support the flexibility and 
complexity of CRISPR-based production and can integrate with their ERP and 
automation systems. As a small, rapidly-changing startup, they needed a 
system they could configure and scale without technical resources. They also 
wanted to reduce the number of deviations and the resulting scrapped batches.

Implementation
Synthego implemented Tempo for its ease-of-use, no-code configuration that 
they could configure themselves. Utilized Tandem between manufacture and QA 
to operate in 24/7 capacity and reduce deviations. Chose to start with MVP batch 
records that were simple models of their recipes that can easily gain more 
complexity when they are ready

Outcomes
● Adapt and configure the system to keep pace with batch scale-up and

scale-down without a huge organization of MES and automation experts
● Reduced human error with automatic exceptions handling
● Able to use the same solution for GMP, non-GMP, commercial, and process

dev modes
Scan to watch this 

case study

Seamless scale up and down to adapt to batch size, type, and complexity
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Make predictive and fast production decisions with real-time data

BLOCKERS SOLUTIONS

Increasing decentralization of 
decisions 

Demand of speed and high costs of 
analytics teams

Lack of data sharing across sites 
and organizations

Data stuck in alphabet soup 
applications

Consider platforms with 
composable components, not siloed 

apps

Implement tools with flexible views of 
data across entities

Empower operators with recipe 
knowledge

Utilize technique media or AR for 
instant process expert feedback
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Challenge
A top 3 biotech company needed to increase its speed and implement a 
proactive approach to pilot batches. Paper-based batch records were 
reducing efficiency as scientists manually calculated formulas and 
physically checked for raw material information and weights. 

Implementation
The company implemented a hands-free augmented reality headset and 
linked iPad with software that allowed for collaboration, on-the-spot 
feedback, preventative guardrails, and digital access to all documents. 

Outcomes
● Replaced manual checking with automated formulas, ranges and

barcoding
● Allowed for real-time corrections as the system flagged errors
● Created instant and remote access to digitized batch records,

standard operating procedures and work instructions
● Enabled real-time collaboration with colleagues at different sites to

share data and provide feedback

A top 3 biotech company

Scan to read this 
case study

Make predictive and fast production decisions with real-time data
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Orchestrate production across distributed teams and sites

BLOCKERS SOLUTIONS

Endless paper that is not 
collaboration-ready

Process knowledge siloed 

Tools lack batch context

Siloed tools and processes in every 
site

Implement tools that allow seamless 
sharing of data & recipes 

Build tech transfer as an inherent part 
of the process & tools

Include quality and security teams 
earlier in the life cycle

Center teams around products, or 
processes, less on sites
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Challenge
Building new facilities, acquiring new facilities and spinning up new global 
teams, this company is experiencing rapid growth with the classic 
unknowns: 
● Authoring generic recipes suitable for facilities that don't exist yet
● Didn’t have a large IT or MES SME team yet
● How do we manage all of this across multiple sites?

Their goal is to have a single cloud-based scaling MES to orchestrate 
production across their growing company.

Implementation
The company heavily leverages the concept of generic recipes that are 
shared across sites allowing them to be proactive with parameterized 
recipes ready for new sites not even on their radar yet. Using an MES that 
supports multi-sites across an enterprise, they are seamlessly centralizing 
recipe development.

Outcomes
● Leveraging an agile, iterative recipe & MES configuration method, value

was realized in just 2 months
● A multi-site, centralized MES with easy recipe definition has allowed them

to build recipes before even knowing what exact equipment will be used

A new biotech with $1B in funding

Orchestrate production across distributed teams and sites
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Empower operators to execute more efficiently

BLOCKERS SOLUTIONS

Lab-scale modalities are rigorous 
and manual for operators and 
scientists

Retiring biotech workforce and 
competitive hiring market

Knowledge transfer between 
employees is broken

Current tools are clunky and lack 
easy usability

Invest in modern and easy-to-use 
execution and authoring tools

Implement mobile, remote and 
hands-free way of working

Encourage collaboration between 
operations and recipe authors

Use tools that allow for collaboration
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Challenge:
Facing deadlines and COVID-19 travel restrictions, Bristol Myers Squibb 
had to find a way to loop global process experts into their clinical 
manufacturing process, continue training, and fix equipment. 

Implementation:
As a part of its ARGILE program, or Assistive Reality Gadgets in Lab 
Environments, BMS invested in augmented reality headsets to allow 
process experts to monitor and train the operators and scientists on the 
other side.  

Outcomes:
● Process experts were able to participate in clinical manufacturing

from 1000s of miles away, maintaining timelines
● Batches were successfully manufactured without on-site presence of

experts
● Equipment experts guided employees for installation and

immediately solved arising problems
● BMS has expanded to 10 times the number of AR devices since the

pilot Scan to read this 
case study

Empower operators to execute more efficiently
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Get therapeutics to patients faster with the 

Tempo Manufacturing Cloud
Devices | designed for wherever operators work

Cloud Platform | built for a modern way of working

Packages
for every team and 
development stage

Mobile Desktop
Wearable 
Headset

Laboratory 
Execution System

Tandem
Collaboration

Manufacturing 
Execution System

No-Code
Configuration

Intuitive 
UI & UX

Secure & 
Compliant

Hands-Free 
Navigation

Cloud-Based 
Infrastructure

Robust 
Integrations

One platform to turn molecules into medicine



One platform to turn molecules into medicine

Packages
for every team and 
development stage

Laboratory 
Execution System

Tandem
Collaboration

Manufacturing 
Execution System

Procedures Batches

Tandem

Exceptions

Locations

Materials

Samples

Integrations

Equipment

Devices | designed for wherever operators work

Mobile Desktop
Wearable 
Headset

Tempo | One system to scale-up and scale-out

Truly composable platform

All teams can work from one system



One platform to turn molecules into medicine

Packages
for every team and 
development stage

Laboratory 
Execution System

Tandem
Collaboration

Manufacturing 
Execution System

Procedures Batches

Tandem

Exceptions

Locations

Materials

Samples

Integrations

Equipment

Devices | designed for wherever operators work

Mobile Desktop
Wearable 
Headset

MES | One MES for the entire lifecycle

Truly composable platform

All teams can work from one system



One platform to turn molecules into medicine

Packages
for every team and 
development stage

Laboratory 
Execution System

Tandem
Collaboration

Manufacturing 
Execution System

Procedures Batches

Tandem

Exceptions

Locations

Materials

Samples

Integrations

Equipment

Devices | designed for wherever operators work

Mobile Desktop
Wearable 
Headset

LES | Release batches faster

Truly composable platform

All teams can work from one system



One platform to turn molecules into medicine

Packages
for every team and 
development stage

Laboratory 
Execution System

Tandem
Collaboration

Manufacturing 
Execution System

Procedures Batches

Tandem

Exceptions

Locations

Materials

Samples

Integrations

Equipment

Devices | designed for wherever operators work

Mobile Desktop
Wearable 
Headset

Tandem | Work as one team from anywhere

Truly composable platform

All teams can work from one system



With power that scales

370M
CV19 vaccine doses 
supported

3 weeks
from kickoff to first 
batch run

12 days
to produce a clinical 
batch

18 sites
deployed to on 
average

Scale up 
the production lifecycle from 
benchtop to commercial

Scale out 
to global teams and sites as one

54,000 hrs
of employee travel 
saved

240 pages
of instructions 
digitized in 1 day



MAKING WAVES IN THE INDUSTRY

A TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS

A partner to change the way you make medicine

150+
Employees and 
growing quickly

$142MM
Venture Funding

12x
ARR Growth

516%
Net Customer 
Retention

https://www.fiercepharma.com/manufacturing/apprentice-io-s-ability-to-modernize-pharma-manufacturing-helps-it-land-100-million
https://www.apprentice.io/resources/apprentices-feature-episode-on-fox-business
https://www.forbes.com/sites/anniebrown/2021/08/27/15-innovative-ai-companies-driving-exponential-shifts-in-their-respective-sectors/?sh=34650e722bc0


The time is now



Thank you
Visit us at www.apprentice.io




